How To Expand Your Market Share
You really like the idea of enjoying a larger market share. That is an undeniable fact. It is
also true that you have to earn this position by out-selling and out-serving your
competition – consistently.
This is a tricky task since all of your competitors are constantly trying to take your hard
earned market share from you. In order to defend what is yours, you need to persist in your
efforts to recognize what your customers really want, utilize your best skills to make certain
they always get what they expect – and more, and advance personal relationships with
those you serve to maintain superiority over your competitors on this front.
The “Market Share Model” reveals some of the things you need to keep in mind when you
determine that increasing of your market share is a major goal. The Black circle below
denotes our market and all the business there is to be gotten. Let’s say your market share is
represented by the piece of pie shown.
You will see that you have both a “Front Door” and a “Back Door” to market share.

The front door is where you bring business in through repeat orders and expanded sales
opportunities with your current customers as well as new business acquired through your
new customer acquisition methods.
The back door is where your customers leave for various reasons. Some of these include:
instances of marginal service rendered by your company, missed deadlines, and the overpromising and under-delivering of product or service performance… all correctible by you
and your team.
An outstanding effort skillfully performed by a competitor to replace you as the preferred
supplier for one of your customers is another reason. You must do everything you can to
avoid slumps in an unparalleled application of customer service “best practices”. It is six
times more expensive for you to get a new customer as it is for you to keep an existing one.
Don’t ever take existing business for granted.
When you are bringing more business in through the front door than you are losing out of
the back door, the size of the angle representing your market share grows. If your customer
turnover exceeds the business you bring in, the angle representing your lost market share
narrows.
To grow market share, perform periodic customer service miracles, make them say
“Wow!” when describing the job you do. Aggressively make new calls for new business, and
out-work your competitors! The market share angle is something you have some control
over since you can always work harder and smarter than your competitors to earn business
and provide remarkable levels of resourceful service to keep it!
There is another dynamic you must be aware of which is largely “uncontrollable”- what the
overall market is doing! This is often influenced by recessions, boom periods, and subtle
things that can happen to help or hurt your industry.
The expansion of market share is when the market gets bigger due to a variety of these
uncontrollable events. When the market gets bigger, regardless what your market share is,
you will enjoy improved business – provided you stay on top of your responsibilities to your
customers (see green in the illustration below).

Conversely, when the market contracts, also for a variety of reasons, you will have less
business (see red in the illustration below).

Your proactive attempt to gain and maintain market share is your best payoff! Also,
protect your existing book of business with great service! As you advance your relationships
with those in your territory and enjoy having more clients, advocates and confidants, you
will enjoy new levels of prosperity… provided you are doing a better job and getting better
outcomes for your customers than your competitors are promising.

It’s a “jungle” out there – Go get ‘em!
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